Model: CBD20R-II
CBD25R-II

CBD20R/25R is the stand-on type platform Pallet Truck, with small turning radius and super light steering system. widely used in large warehouse and big supermarket for medium distance transport.

Standard features
- Germany FREI Tiller Head
- Emergency stop & belly button
- BDI and hour meter
- Casters to balance stability
- Industrial battery
- Brushless AC motor
- Vertical driving motor
- Sideway battery change
- Built-in charger
- Platform with speed sensor

Option
- Fork width and length ( size )
- Load backrest
- Built-in Charger
- Customized battery compartment
- Entry & exist roller for empty pallets
- EPS
- large compartment with battery capacity 400Ah; drive speed 10KM/H
SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY:
- AC control system eliminating motor brushes and directional contactors, which minimizes maintenance requirements.
- Multi-function display: battery status, hour meter, fault code, etc.
- Side-way battery with roll-out system is very convenient to replace batteries.
- Emergency reversing device.
- The platform with speed sensor under platform, ensure safety driving.
- Built-in pressure relief valve protects the truck from overloads.
- Braking applied with handle upright and horizontal position.
- Emergency power disconnect switch.
- Low speed switch in the handle (option with bypass function).
- Stepless speed control.

STRUCTURAL:
- Parallel motor mounting on vertical drive wheel ensures convenience for inspection and maintenance while also ensuring a small turning radius.
- The structure of motor is waterproof and dust-proof, which makes the brake and motor more durable and reliable.
- Combined balance wheels and driving system increase steadiness, preventing the truck from being rocked from side to side.
- The balance wheels loading capacity can be adjusted according to different situations.
- One-piece heavy gauge steel is formed for maximum strength forks.

SERVICEABILITY:
- Adjustable integrated balance wheel can be disassembled from truck separately, easy to maintain.
- The platform can be removed from the truck easily for replacement or repair.
- Low battery voltage cut off protection.